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                                                                       CLAIMS 

What is claimed is:     1. A computer-implemented method of uniformly encoding a video stream, the 
method comprising the steps of:  

• (a) determining, for substantially each data type used in a video stream, a corresponding, type-
specific quantization parameters;  

• (b) selecting a first value from a first array of one of the data types used in the video stream;  
• (c) quantizing the first value using the corresponding, type-specific quantization parameters;  
• (d) selecting a second value from the first array of one of the data types used in the video 

stream;  
• (e) determining a predicted value from the first value and the second value using the 

corresponding, type-specific quantization parameters;  
• (f) quantizing the predicted value using the corresponding, type-specific quantization 

parameters;  
• (g) encoding the quantized first value and the quantized predicted value into the video stream; 

and  
• (h) repeating steps (b)-(g) for substantially all arrays to be encoded in the video stream.  

 



 
   2. The method according to claim 1, further comprising the step of encoding header information into 

the video stream.  
    3. The method according to claim 1, further comprising the step of decoding the video stream 
encoded in steps (g) and (h).  

 
 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
 

    1. Field of the Invention  
    The present invention relates to the encoding of computer-generated images, and more particularly 
to a unified coding method for arrays of data, independent of the function of the data. Accordingly, 
arrays of position data, rotations, and normals are encoded consistently.  
    2. Discussion of the Background  
    The phrase "computer-generated images" encompasses an expanding area of video technology. 
Originally the term was often equated with simple text images or 2D images; however, the phrase now 
encompasses any type of digitally encoded video stream. The Motion Pictures Expert Group (MPEG) 
was formed to investigate the technologies required for the encoding and decoding of image streams. 
The resulting standard (now referred to as "MPEG-1") has served as a basis for two additional MPEG 
standards: MPEG-2 and MPEG-4. MPEG-4 is a standard that is "in progress" and forms the basis for 
the present invention. The final committee drafts are ISO/IEC FCD 14496-1 MPEG-4 Systems and -2 
MPEG-4 Visual, the contents of the final committee drafts are incorporated herein by reference.  
    The draft standard departs from the single stream-based model of video and changes the focus to a 
series of streams that act in concert. One portion of the standard is the Binary Format for Scenes (also 
known as "BIFS"). This format allows the description of 3D objects and their motion and provides the 
ability for greater interaction with that portion of the video stream. The draft standard for MPEG-4 BIFS 
proposes to encode multiple data fields by a linear quantization process, which does not account for 
the correlation within those multiple fields. Thus, MPEG-4 BIFS does not describe predictive encoding 
of arrays.  
    Another proposed graphics format is the Compressed Binary Format for Virtual Reality Markup 
Language (hereinafter "CBF VRML") that includes an encoding method that is applicable only to a few 
fields of a few nodes and for a limited subset of data types. The fourth and fifth drafts of the CBF 
VRML standard, dated Aug. 22, 1997 and Oct. 15, 1997, respectively, are available from 
www.vrml.org and are incorporated herein by reference. Likewise, the Revised Requirements 
Statement for CBF VRML97, dated Apr. 3, 1998, is also incorporated herein by reference.  
    Yet another graphics format is the Tag Image File format (TIFF). The contents of version 6.0 of the 
TIFF specification are incorporated herein by reference. Each entry in a TIFF file is stored as four 
parts: (1) a tag, (2) a type identifier, (3) a count, and (4) one or more values. Page 16 of the version 
6.0 specification states that "all fields are actually one-dimensional arrays, even though most fields 
contain only a single value." Moreover, although page 16 also states that there may be multiple 
images per file, the specification is designed for independently coded 2D images rather than streaming 
3D images.  

  

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
    It is an object of the present invention to address the coding inefficiencies of known MPEG-4 BIFS 

data streams.  
    It is a further object of the present invention to provide a method and system for encoding arrays of 

data, representing a scene or object(s), using a temporal predictive encoding process.  
    This and other objects of the present invention are addressed by one or more of (1) a computer-
implemented method for uniformly encoding arrays of values, (2) a system for uniformly encoding 

arrays of values, and (3) a computer program product for uniformly encoding arrays of values. Such a 
system is applicable to improved storage and playback of games, virtual reality environments, and 

movies. Moreover, based on the improved efficiency, video streams encoded according to the present 
invention may be played back over lower bandwidth communications links than less efficiently 

encoded streams. 
 
 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 



    Referring now to the drawings, wherein like reference numerals designate identical or 
corresponding parts throughout the several views, FIG. 1 is a schematic illustration of a computer 
system for uniformly encoding and/or decoding arrays of values. A computer 100 implements the 
method of the present invention, wherein the computer housing 102 houses a motherboard 104 which 
contains a CPU 106, memory 108 (e.g., DRAM, ROM, EPROM, EEPROM, SRAM, SDRAM, and Flash 
RAM), and other optional special purpose logic devices (e.g., ASICs) or configurable logic devices 
(e.g., GAL and reprogrammable FPGA). The computer 100 also includes plural input devices, (e.g., a 
keyboard 122 and mouse 124), and a display card 110 for controlling monitor 120. In addition, the 
computer system 100 further includes a floppy disk drive 114; other removable media devices (e.g., 
compact disc 119, tape, and removable magneto-optical media (not shown)); and a hard disk 112, or 
other fixed, high density media drives, connected using an appropriate device bus (e.g., a SCSI bus, 
an Enhanced IDE bus, or a Ultra DMA bus). Also connected to the same device bus or another device 
bus, the computer 100 may additionally include a compact disc reader 118, a compact disc 
reader/writer unit (not shown) or a compact disc jukebox (not shown). Although compact disc 119 is 
shown in a CD caddy, the compact disc 119 can be inserted directly into CD-ROM drives that do not 
require caddies. In addition, a printer (not shown) also provides printed listings of encoded and/or 
decoded arrays.  
    As stated above, the system includes at least one computer readable medium. Examples of 
computer readable media are compact discs 119, hard disks 112, floppy disks, tape, magneto-optical 
disks, PROMs (EPROM, EEPROM, Flash EPROM), DRAM, SRAM, SDRAM, etc. Stored on any one 
or on a combination of computer readable media, the present invention includes software for 
controlling both the hardware of the computer 100 and for enabling the computer 100 to interact with a 
human user. Such software may include, but is not limited to, device drivers, operating systems and 
user applications, such as development tools. Such computer readable media further includes the 
computer program product of the present invention for uniformly encoding and/or decoding arrays in 
scene descriptions and/or animations. The computer code mechanisms/devices of the present 
invention can be any interpreted or executable code mechanism, including but not limited to scripts, 
interpreters, dynamic link libraries, Java classes, and complete executable programs.  
    As shown in FIG. 2, an authoring tool 200 is used in the first step of creating a scene 240. Once the 
authoring tool 200 has created a series of images, the series of images are sent to a quantizer 205. 
After quantization, the quantized images are sent to a predictor 210 that utilizes similarities between 
an earlier frame and a later frame to more compactly represent the contents of the later frame through 
differential encoding. The predictor may include linear or non-linear (i.e., multiple order) interpolation. 
The differences between frames are encoded by the entropy encoder/decoder 215. Encoder/decoder 
215 may be any one of a number of entropy systems (e.g., an adaptive arithmetic encoder). The 
results of the encoder/decoder 215 are formatted by the embedding protocol 220 and either 
transmitted or stored using a transmitter or storage device 225.  
    To decode the formatted, stored/transmitted images, the encoding process in "undone" in reverse. 
First, the formatting is decoded by the embedding protocol 220 to produce the original entropy 
encoded data. The entropy-encoded data are fed to a decoder 230 that includes a compensator. The 
compensator utilizes earlier frames and the differential encodings to produce the frames of quantized 
data. The quantized data is sent to an inverse quantizer 235 which inverse quantizes the data into the 
scene. Due to the number of bits used in the quantization process, the scene may not be a perfect 
representation of the original scene authored, but, by using the present invention, arrays are more 
efficiently encoded so that additional bits may be used for other purposes (e.g., higher resolution 
quantization).  
    For the purpose of clarity, authoring is described hereinafter as being performed to create a series 
of animation parameters, ν. An arbitrary parameter, νi, is the ith parameter in the series and may itself 
contain an array of real values. During quantization, the parameters, νi are converted to quantized 
parameters, νqi. One example of a quantization method is linear uniform quantization as is described 
in described in MPEG-4 BIFS version 1.  
    Such a quantization process supports the compensation process described hereinafter in which 
prediction of values is extended to all values types. One or more prediction functions are defined for 
each data type so that values of that data type can be predicted. In an alternate embodiment, one 
prediction function (e.g., addition) is used for all data types. As a result of prediction, during decoding, 
generally fewer bits are needed to recreate the intended scene.  
    The coding method described hereinafter is a generalized and uniform predictive coding method 
that applies to all types of arrays of data in a scene. Thus, the method is applicable to intra-frame 
encodings (i.e., I-mode) and predictive encodings (i.e., P-mode). In an alternate embodiment, in P-
mode, a variable length encoder is used to further reduce the data size. As shown in FIGS. 3A-3C, 
when applied to rotations, the encoding of data can be accomplished in fewer bits than without 
quantization, and can be accomplished with even fewer bits yet when combined with predictive 
encoding.  



    Additional types of data also can be addressed. Any 2D or 3D parameter, ν, can be seen as a 
vector of real values of dimension D given by:  
    ν=(ν[0],ν[1], . . . , ν[D-1]). 
The corresponding quantized value of this parameter is an array of integers of dimension D' given by:  
    q=(q[0], q[1], . . . , q[D'-1]), 
where the dimension D' is not necessarily equal to D. Vectors, unit vectors, and integers comprise 
three specific categories of parameters that are encoded according to the predictive, quantized 
encoding of the present invention.  
    The group "vectors" is partitioned into three-dimensional, two-dimensional and one-dimensional 
vectors. Three-dimensional vectors are used to encode values of types: Position3D, Size 3D, and 
Texture Coordinate. Two-dimensional vectors are used to encode values of types: Position2D, Size 
2D, and Texture Coordinate. One-dimensional vectors are floats that encode any single, non-integer 
value. That is, a floating point array of length 1 is used to encode values of types Angle, Scale, 
Interpolator keys, and BoundFloat. Colors are also a special form of floating point three-dimensional 
vectors with the red, green and blue components each being represented on a scale of 0.0-1.0. Based 
on the MPEG-4 BIFS v1 specification, vectors are used for categories where QuantTypes and 
AnimationTypes are 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11 and 12.  
    As a result of the special properties of unit vectors, unit vectors are separately addressed and are 
used for normals and rotations (QuantTypes and AnimationTypes 9 and 10). Additional details of the 
use of rotations and normals are disclosed in the above-identified co-pending patent application.  
    The last category, integers, is also subject to predictive, quantized, encodings. Based on the 
MPEG4 BIFS v1 specifications, this category matches QuantTypes and AnimationTypes 3, 13 and 14. 
For reference, a more complete description of the categories are set forth below in Tables 1 and 2.  
TABLE 1 
______________________________________ 
QuantTypes (Quantization Categories) 
Category Description 
______________________________________ 
0 None 
1 3D Position 
2 2D positions 
3 drawOrder 
4 SFColor 
5 Texture Coordinate 
6 Angle 
7 Scale 
8 Interpolator keys 
9 Normals 
10 Rotations 
11 Object Size 3D 
12 Object Size 2D 
13 Linear Scalar Quantization 
14 CoordIndex 
15 Reserved 
______________________________________ 
 
TABLE 2 
______________________________________ 
AnimTypes 
Category Description 
______________________________________ 
0 None 
1 Position 3D 
2 Positions 2D 
3 Reserved 
4 Color 
5 Reserved 
6 Angle 
7 Float 
8 BoundFloat 
9 Normals 
10 Rotation 
11 Size 3D 
12 Size 2D 



13 Integer 
14 Reserved 
15 Reserved 
______________________________________ 
The Quantization/Inverse Quantization process is specified by several parameters. These parameters 
depend on the general category of the coded parameter. For vectors, the Quantizer/Inverse Quantizer 
should be supplied with:  

• QuantMin: The minimal bounds of quantization for the vector--coded as an array of floating 
point numbers ("floats") of the same dimension as the dimension D of the parameter.  

• QuantMax: The upper bounds of quantization for the vector--coded as an array of floats of the 
same dimension as the dimension D of the parameter.  

• QuantNbBits: The number of bits used in the vector quantization.  

For certain categories (such as Colors or naturally Bound Floats), the QuantMin and QuantMax value 
may be obtained from the default (finite) bounds of the parameter. In an alternate embodiment, a 
quantization step is specified instead of QuantMax; such that:  
    QuantStep=(QuantMax-QuantMin)/((2 (QuantNbBits))-1) 
 
    Similarly, for unit vectors, the encoder/decoder is only supplied with one encoding parameter, 
QuantNbBits--i.e., the number of bits used in the vector quantization. For consistency, the floats 
QuantMin and QuantMax are defined as 0 and 1, respectively.  
    For integers, the Quantizer/Inverse Quantizer is supplied with:  

• QuantMin: The lower bounds of quantization for the vector--coded as an integer.  
• QuantNbBits: The number of bits used in the vector quantization.  

    The elementary quantization process quantizes real values according to three parameters:  

• QuantMin: The minimum quantization value  
• QuantMax: The maximum quantization value  
• QuantNbBits: The number of bits used by the quantization.  

A quantization step then can be defined according to:  
______________________________________ 
QuantNbBits <= 0 
 QuantStep has no real meaning, and the quantized 
 value is simply set to 0. 
QuantNbBits > 0 
 [Figure] 
______________________________________ 
 
    The elementary quantization process is then defined by the following function (in the C 
programming language style):  
    int quantize (float QuantMin, float QuantMax, float v, int QuantNbBits) returns the rounded value of 
(v-QuantMin)/QuantStep 
Accordingly, the elementary inverse quantization process is defined by the following function:  
    float invQuantize (float QuantMin,float QuantMax, float vq,int QuantNbBits) returns 
(QuantMin+vq*QuantStep) 
The quantization process described in MPEG4 BIFS v1 utilises quantization and inverse quantization 
functions such as those described above and is applicable to the present invention. Other quantization 
and inverse quantization functions may be used in alternate embodiments as long as the quantization 
process supports a compensation process as well.  
    As part of the compensation process, the following parameters are defined:  

• CompMin: An array of integers that define the lower bound of the compensation vector, 
νDelta.  

• CompNbBits: An integer that defines the number of bits used to code the components of the 
compensation vector.  



    These values are not specific properties of the compensator, but define the encoding of the 
components of the compensation vector νDelta in the binary file. Each component νDelta[i] is 
translated by CompMin[i] and coded using CompNbBits. The actual coded value is then: νDelta[i]-
CompMin[i].  
    The general prediction process will now be described in terms of successive quantized values νq1, 
νq2 and the delta value between them νDelta.  
    The encoding process will first be described. For vectors and integers, the calculation is 
straightforward and given by:  
    νDelta[i]=νq2 [i]-νq1[i]. 
 
    For unit vectors, a more detailed calculation is utilized (and is discussed in greater detail in the 
above-identified co-pending application). As discussed above, if QuantNbBits=0, then there is no 
actual coding since no bits are available for use. In that case, all values are assumed to be zero and 
need not be written to a video stream.  
    However, when QuantNbBits>0, the coding process is performed as follows. First the variable inv is 
initially set to one (but this variable may change during the process). Then, the number, N, of reduced 
components is determined, where N=2 for normals and N=3 for rotations. Then, the differential 
orientations and directions between νq1 and νq2 are computed based on: [Figure]  
    Then there are two cases to consider:  
______________________________________ 
dOri = 0 vDelta is defined by: 
 vDelta[i] = vq2[i] - vq1[i] 
dOri .noteq. 0 
 Let dist = vq2[N-dOri] + vq1[dOri-1] 
 if dist < 0 inv = -1 
 vDelta is then defined by 
 0 <= i < dO 
 vDelta[i] = inv*vq2[i-dOri-1] - vq[i] 
 i = dOri-1 
 vDelta[i] = inv*2*scale - dist 
 dOri <= i < 
 vDelta[i] = inv*vq2[i-dOri] - vq1[i] 
______________________________________ 
The variable inverse calculated according to inverse=inv*dDir. As a result of the marginal non-
injectivity of the quantization process, νq2', the compensation of νq1 by vDelta may not yield exactly 
νq2. However, νq2 and νq2' will always represent nearly the same normal or rotation.  
    Each of the three basic categories of values (i.e., integers, vectors, and unit vectors) can be 
predicted. Integers are predicted using simple subtraction. Vectors utilize a quantized-component-
based subtraction for prediction. Unit vectors use a specialized subtraction based on the topological 
structure of the mapping cube.  
    Having predicted values for each data type, compensation is used during decoding to correct for 
differences between the predicted and actual values. Let νq1 be the previously computed quantized 
parameter, νDelta the delta value and νq2 be the quantized value resulting from the addition. It then 
follows that a quantized value νq contains an array of integers νq[]. Additionally, for normals and 
rotations, νq1 contains an orientation and, for normals only, a direction. Similarly, a delta value νDelta 
contains an array of integers νDelta[]. Additionally, for normals, it contains an integer inverse whose 
value is -1 or 1. The result νq2 is then computed depending on the type of value being calculated. For 
vectors and integers, the components of νq2 are given by:  
    νq2[i]=νq1[i]+νDelta[i] 
For unit vectors, however, additional processing is performed because of the unit cube structure.  
    As described above, the following method is performed. First a component-by-component addition 
is performed, and the results are stored in a temporary array given by:  

 
    νqTemp[i]=νq1[i]+νDelta[i]. 

 
If QuantNbBits is zero or 1, scale is set to 1/2, otherwise, scale is set to 2QuantNbBits-1 -1. As described in 
greater detail in the co- 

pending application, the use of QuantNbBits=0 is essentially equivalent to the QuantNbBits=1 for the 
present invention. By using the direction and orientation information alone (i.e., when QuantNbBits=0), 
movement from one face to every other can be described.  



    However, in the more common cases described below, QuantNbBits>=2. Then, N, the number of 
reduced components, is set (where N=2 for normals and N=3 for rotations). Once those initial steps 
are performed, additional processing is performed as described below, depending on which of the 
three conditions are met.  

__________________________________________________________________________ 
(1) For every 
 vq2 is defined by, 
index i, vq2[i] = vqTemp[i] 
|vqTemp[i]| <= scale 
 orientation2 = orientation1 
 direction2 = direction1 * inverse 
(2) There is one 
 vq2 is rescaled as if gliding on the faces of the mapping 
 cube. 
and only one 
 Let inv = 1 if vqTemp[k] >= 0 and -1 else 
index k such that 
 Let dOri = k + 1 
|vqTemp[k]| > scale 
 The components of vq2 are computed as follows 
 0 <= i < N-dOri 
 vq2[i] = inv*vqTemp[(i + dOri) mod N] 
 i = N-dOri 
 vq2[i] = inv*2*scale - vqTemp[dOri-1] 
 N-dOri < i < N 
 vq2[i] = inv*vqTemp[(i + dOri-1) mod N] 
 orientation2 = (orientation1 + dOri) mod (N + 1) 
 direction2 = direction1 * inverse * inv 
(3) There are 
 The result is undefined 
several indices k 
such that 
|vqTemp[k]| > scale 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
    For each of the three type of values (i.e., integers, vectors, and unit vectors), the compensation 
process reverses the predictive process. Thus, for integers a simple addition process undoes the 
predictive subtraction. Likewise, for vectors a quantized-component-based addition is used. Lastly, a 
topologically coherent addition is used for unit vectors, potentially requiring computation of a new 
orientation and direction.  
    As described with reference to FIG. 2, once the encoder 215 has completed entropy encoding, the 
resulting values must be stored, along with header information, in the format specified by the protocol. 
Thus, one embodiment utilizes the following structure (although other structures are also possible). 
First each field of each node is given a parameter category, that describes which QuantMin, 
QuantMax, QuantNbBits, CompMin, CompNbBits are to be used, according to the previously 
described process. Then a header for each array is coded. The header includes:  

• (1) a length of the field, and  
• (2) a policy for I-mode (i.e., simple quantization) and P-mode given one of the following three 

categories: (a) a single Intra value is followed by only Predictive coded values, (b) an I-value is 
provided for each n p-values (thereby limiting the length of the propagation of an error), and 
(c) a bit precedes (or follows) each value to signify whether the value is an I-value or a P-
value.  

    Then the quantization and compensation parameters for coding predictive values are added to the 
stream. Intra quantization parameters (QuantMin, QuantMax, QuantNbBits) can be retrieved in BIFS 
by the corresponding QuantizationParameter in the scope of the encoded field. The compensation 
parameters (CompMin, CompNbBits) are added directly to the stream.  
    Lastly, the array of quantized values is coded, following the Intra/predictive policy. I-values are 
coded as quantized values. P-values are encoded through an arithmetic adaptive encoder whose 
session is opened between any two Intras.  
    The bitstream syntax below is used to code the array of values. The bitstream syntax uses 



conventions of the MSDL language as specified by MPEG-4 FDIS 14496-1. [Figure] The field's models 
are updated each time a value is decoded through the adaptive arithmetic coder. If the animType is 1 
(Position3D) or 2 (Position2D), each component of the field's value is using its own model and offset 
PMin[i]. In all other cases the same model and offset PMin[0] is used for all the components.  
    As shown in Table 3 below, the compression of arrays of values according to the present invention 
can provide significant compression of scenes as compared to VRML ASCII files representing 
substantially similar video streams.  
TABLE 3 
______________________________________ 
 BIFS-Scene 
 with 
 Compensation 
 BIFS-Scene (estimation) 
Vrml Scene No Compensation 
 File size 
File File size (kB) 
 File size (kB) 
 ratio 
 (kB) ratio 
______________________________________ 
Intro 347 45 7.7 25 13.9 
Prolog 621 81 7.7 48 12.9 
Movie1 968 103 9.4 65 14.9 
Finale 412 58 7.1 35 11.8 
Movie2 117 13.2 8.9 9 13.0 
Skeleton 
 34 2.9 11.7 
Floops 1324 95 13.9 65 20.3 
Fishswim 
 37 4.4 8.4 
Store 155 14 11.1 9 17.2 
Tree 80 4.9 16.3 
Channel10 
 100 2.9 34.5 
Meteo1 4.0 0.285 14.0 
Flight 62 4.7 13.2 
______________________________________ 
 
    As would be evident to one of ordinary skill in the art, numerous modifications can be made based 
upon the teachings of the present invention. Accordingly, the examples and embodiments described 
above are not intended to be limiting but rather exemplary. Only the appended claims define the scope 
of protection to which applicants are entitled. [Figure] 
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  US6075901  Method and system for predictive encoding 
of arrays of data 

1998-12-04   US1998000205191 

  NO20012723A0  FREMGANGSMAATE OG SYSTEM FOR 
PREDIKTIV KODING AV 
DATATABELLER 

2001-06-01   NO2001020012723 

  NO20012723A  FREMGANGSMAATE OG SYSTEM FOR 
FORUTSIGENDE KODING AV 
DATATABELLER 

2001-06-01   NO2001020012723 

  JP2002532923T2   1999-11-30   JP2000000587300  
  IL0143438A0  METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR 

PREDICTIVE ENCODING OF ARRAYS 
OF DATA 

1999-11-30   IL1999000143438  

Status EP1138012A4  METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR 
PREDICTIVE ENCODING OF ARRAYS 
OF DATA 

1999-11-30   EP1999000960211 

Status EP1138012A1  METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR 
PREDICTIVE ENCODING OF ARRAYS 
OF DATA 

1999-11-30   EP1999000960211 

  CN1329733T  Method and system for predictive encoding 
of arrays of data 

1999-11-30   CN1999000814076 

  CN1329733A  Method and system for predictive encoding 
of arrays of data 

1999-11-30   CN1999000814076 
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of arrays of data 
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Status CA2352292AA  METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR 
PREDICTIVE ENCODING OF ARRAYS 
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1999-11-30   CA1999002352292 

  BR9915947A  METODO E SISTEMA PARA 
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VN YU ZA ZW )  
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